
US trade 
offensive takes
out WTO as
global arbiter
BRUSSELS: US disruption of the global
economic order reaches a major milestone
yesterday as the World Trade Organization
(WTO) loses its ability to intervene in trade
wars, threatening the future of the Geneva-
based body. Two years after starting to
block appointments, the United States will
finally paralyse the WTO’s Appellate Body,
which acts as the supreme court for inter-
national trade, as two of three members exit
and leave it unable to issue rulings.

Major trade disputes, including the US
conflict with China and metal tariffs
imposed by US President Donald Trump,
will not be resolved by the global trade
arbiter. Stephen Vaughn, who served as
general counsel to the US Trade

Representative during Trump’s first two
years, said many disputes would be settled
in future by negotiations.

Critics say this means a return to a post-
war period of inconsistent settlements,
problems the WTO’s creation in 1995 was
designed to fix. The EU ambassador to the
WTO told counterparts in Geneva on
Monday the Appellate Body’s paralysis
risked creating a system of economic rela-
tions based on power rather than rules. The
crippling of dispute settlement comes as
the WTO also struggles in its other major
role of opening markets. The WTO club of
164 has not produced any international
accord since abandoning “Doha Round”
negotiations in 2015.

America first
Trade-restrictive measures among the

G20 group of largest economies are at his-
toric highs, compounded by Trump’s
“America First” agenda and the trade war
with China. Phil Hogan, the European
Union’s new trade commissioner, said on
Friday the WTO was no longer fit for pur-
pose and in dire need of reforms going
beyond just fixing the appeals mechanism.

For developed countries, in particular,

the WTO’s rules must change to take
account of state-controlled enterprises. In
2017, Japan brought together the United
States and the European Union in a joint
bid to set new global rules on state subsi-
dies and forced technology transfers. The
US is also pushing to limit the ability of
WTO members to grant themselves devel-
oping status, which for example gives them
longer to implement WTO agreements.

Such “developing countries” include
Singapore and Israel, but China is the clear
focus. US Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross
told Reuters last week the United States
wanted to end concessions given to then
struggling economies that were no longer
appropriate. “We’ve been spoiling countries
for a very, very long time, so naturally
they’re pushing back as we try to change
things,” he said. The trouble with WTO
reform is that changes require consensus to
pass. That includes Chinese backing.

Beijing has published its own reform
proposals with a string of grievances
against US actions. Reform should resolve
crucial issues threatening the WTO’s exis-
tence, while preserving the interests of
developing countries. Many observers
believe the WTO faces a pivotal moment in

mid-2020 when its trade ministers gather in
a drive to push though a multinational deal
- on cutting fishing subsidies. “It’s not the

WTO that will save the fish. It’s the fish that
are going to save the WTO,” said one
ambassador. — Reuters

RIYADH: Saudi Arabia passed its 2020
budget on Monday, projecting a widening
deficit in the face of tumbling oil prices and
production cuts that have hit the top crude
producer’s revenues. The kingdom projected
a shortfall of $50 billion for the year, up $15
billion its 2019 budget, according to an offi-
cial statement read out on state TV. It pre-
dicted next year’s deficit would grow to 6.4
percent of GDP, up from 4.7 percent in 2019.
The statement released after a cabinet meet-
ing chaired by King Salman said Riyadh
would also cut spending for next year in a
rare belt-tightening measure.

Spending was set at $272 billion, down 7.8
percent on 2019 estimates, while revenues
were estimated at $222 billion, also lower by
14.6 percent. Income from oil was projected
at $136.8 billion, down from $160.5 billion in
2019, the finance ministry said. Oil prices
have remained sluggish at around $64 a bar-
rel, despite additional production cuts agreed
by producers’ cartel OPEC and its allies last
week. Oil income accounts for about two-
thirds of Saudi public revenues. 

King Salman said his government is deter-
mined to continue to diversifying its sources
of income and shift the kingdom away from
reliance on oil. The finance ministry reported
that the kingdom spent $279.5 billion and
had revenues of $244.5 billion in 2019, both
lower than projections, leaving the shortfall at
$35 billion. Saudi Arabia, which pumps just
under 10 million barrels per day, has posted a
budget shortfall since 2014, when oil prices
crashed, accumulating $358 billion in deficits
up to the end of 2019, official figures show.

The finance ministry has projected that
spending will continue to contract until 2022
as a result of weak oil prices and production
cuts. In order to plug the growing budget
shortfall, Saudi Arabia withdrew from its
reserves, borrowed from domestic and inter-
national markets and last month, floated 1.5
percent of state energy giant Aramco. That
generated some $25.6 billion in the world’s
biggest ever stock sale.

Economic diversification
Last week, OPEC and its allies agreed to

an additional output cut of 500,000 barrels
per day, set to start next month, along with
an already agreed reduction of 1.2 million
bpd. Saudi Energy Minister Prince
Abdulaziz bin Salman said the kingdom
would unilaterally trim another 400,000
bpd to support sagging prices. Saudi
Arabia has also introduced reforms and
subsidy cuts as part of its Vision 2030 eco-
nomic transformation plan to reduce the
country’s dependence on oil. The kingdom
has slashed power and fuel subsidies as
well as imposing fees on expatriate visas
and implementing a five-percent value
added tax.

The International Monetary Fund in
October cut the forecast for Saudi GDP
growth in 2019 to just 0.2 percent from 1.8
percent a few months earlier. London-based
Capital Economics said last week the Saudi
economy could shrink this year due to low
oil prices and production cuts. Fitch Ratings
in September downgraded its Saudi rating
by a notch over rising regional tensions fol-
lowing unprecedented attacks on Saudi oil

installations. The agency said continued fis-
cal deficits also contributed to the down-
grade. Over the past five years, Saudi Arabia

has been embroiled in a devastating war in
neighbouring Yemen, amid heightening ten-
sions with regional arch-rival Iran. — AFP 
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RIYADH: A general view of the Saudi budget forum in Riyadh yesterday. Saudi Arabia passed its 2020 budget, projecting a widening deficit in the face of tumbling oil prices and production cuts that have hit the top crude produc-
er’s revenues. — AFP 
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Kingdom cuts spending, passes 2020 budget  

Saudi projects higher budget deficit 

RIYADH: Participants attend the Saudi budget forum in Riyadh yesterday. — AFP 

GENEVA: Delegates are seen prior to a general council meeting of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) yesterday at the trade intergovernmental organization headquar-
ters in Geneva. — AFP 


